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Abstract
Deep reinforcement learning algorithms that esti-
mate state and state-action value functions have
been shown to be effective in a variety of chal-
lenging domains, including learning control strate-
gies from raw image pixels. However, algorithms
that estimate state and state-action value functions
typically assume a fully observed state and must
compensate for partial observations by using finite
length observation histories or recurrent networks.
In this work, we propose a new deep reinforce-
ment learning algorithm based on counterfactual
regret minimization that iteratively updates an ap-
proximation to an advantage-like function and
is robust to partially observed state. We demon-
strate that this new algorithm can substantially
outperform strong baseline methods on several
partially observed reinforcement learning tasks:
learning first-person 3D navigation in Doom and
Minecraft, and acting in the presence of partially
observed objects in Doom and Pong.
1. Introduction
Many reinforcement learning problems of practical inter-
est have the property of partial observability, where ob-
servations of state are generally non-Markovian. Practical
deep reinforcement learning algorithms fall into two broad
classes, neither of which satisfactorily deals with partial
observability despite the prevalance of partial observations
in the real world. One class of algorithms consists of value
function-based methods such as deep Q-learning (Mnih
et al., 2013; 2015), which are known to be highly sample ef-
ficient but generally assume a Markovian observation space.
The other class of algorithms consists of Monte Carlo policy
gradient methods such as trust region policy optimization
(Schulman et al., 2015), which do not need to assume Marko-
vian observations but are less sample efficient than value
function-based methods. Some policy gradient methods
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such as advantage actor-critic (Mnih et al., 2016) introduce
the Markov assumption through a critic or state-dependent
baseline to improve sample efficiency.
There are two common workarounds for the problem of
partial observation: (a) learning policies and value functions
on finite length observation histories, and (b) learning re-
current policies and recurrent value functions. Finite length
observation histories concatenate the most recent raw ob-
servations into a stack of observations, and are a simple but
effective technique to approximate the appearance of full
observability. Recurrent functions can potentially incorpo-
rate an infinite observation history, but they can be harder to
optimize. When using either finite length observation histo-
ries or recurrent functions, the same value function-based
methods and policy gradient methods are employed with
their respective tradeoffs in partially observable domains.
We are interested in developing methods that combine the
best of both value function-based methods and policy gra-
dient methods for partial observable domains. That is, can
we develop methods that are sample efficient but are also
robust to partial observation spaces?
Our contribution is a new model-free deep reinforcement
learning algorithm based on the principle of regret mini-
mization which does not require access to a Markovian state.
Our method learns a policy by estimating an advantage-like
function which approximates a quantity called the counter-
factual regret. Counterfactual regret is central to the family
of counterfactual regret minimization (CFR) (Zinkevich
et al., 2007) algorithms for solving incomplete informa-
tion games. Hence we call our algorithm “advantage-based
regret minimization” (ARM).
We evaluate our approach on three partially observable vi-
sual reinforcement learning tasks: first-person 3D naviga-
tion in Doom and Minecraft (Kempka et al., 2016; Johnson
et al., 2016), avoiding partially observed objects in Doom,
and playing Pong with partial observation perturbations
(Bellemare et al., 2013). In our experiments, we find that
our method is more robust and offers substantial improve-
ment over prior methods on partially observable tasks.
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2. Related Work
Deep reinforcement learning algorithms have been demon-
strated to achieve excellent results on a range of complex
tasks, including playing games (Mnih et al., 2015; Oh et al.,
2016) and continuous control (Schulman et al., 2015; Lilli-
crap et al., 2016; Levine et al., 2016). Prior deep reinforce-
ment learning algorithms either learn state or state-action
value functions (Mnih et al., 2013), learn policies using
policy gradients (Schulman et al., 2015), or perform a com-
bination of the two using actor-critic architectures (Mnih
et al., 2016). Policy gradient methods typically do not need
to assume a Markovian state, but tend to suffer from poor
sample complexity, due to their inability to use off-policy
data. Methods based on learning Q-functions can use re-
play buffers to include off-policy data, accelerating learning
(Lillicrap et al., 2016). However, learning Q-functions with
Bellman error minimization typically requires a Markovian
state space. When learning from partial observations such
as images, the inputs might not be Markovian. Mnih et al.
(2013) introduced the concatenation of short observation
sequences. Prior methods (Hausknecht & Stone, 2017; Oh
et al., 2016; Mnih et al., 2016; Heess et al., 2015) have pro-
posed to mitigate this issue by learning recurrent critics and
Q-functions, that depend on entire histories of observations.
The recurrent deterministic policy gradient (Heess et al.,
2015) for partially observable control uses a similar DDPG-
style estimator as used in ARM (see Section 3.3). However,
all of these changes increase the size of the input space,
increase variance, or make the optimization problem more
complex. Our method instead learns cumulative advantage
functions that depend only on the current observation, but
can still handle non-Markovian problems.
The form of our advantage function update resembles pos-
itive temporal difference methods (Peng et al., 2016; van
Hasselt & Wiering, 2007). Additionally, our update rule for
a modified cumulative Q-function resembles the average Q-
function (Anschel et al., 2017) used for variance reduction
in Q-learning. In both cases, the theoretical foundations of
our method are based on cumulative regret minimization,
and the motivation is substantively different. Previous work
by Ross et al. (2011); Ross & Bagnell (2014) has connected
regret minimization to reinforcement learning, imitation
learning, and structured prediction, although not with coun-
terfactual regret minimization. Regression regret matching
(Waugh et al., 2015) is based on a closely related idea, which
is to directly approximate the regret with a linear regression
model, however the use of a linear model is limited in repre-
sentation compared to deep function approximation.
Finally, regret and value functions both typically take the
form of expectations in reinforcement learning. An alter-
native view of value functions in RL is through the lens
of value distributions (Bellemare et al., 2017). A connec-
tion between regret and distributional RL could lead to very
interesting future work.
3. Advantage-based Regret Minimization
In this section, we provide some background on counterfac-
tual regret minimization, describe ARM in detail, and give
some intuition for why ARM works.
3.1. Counterfactual Regret Minimization (CFR)
First, we give a reinforcement learning-centric exposition of
counterfactual regret minimization (CFR) (Zinkevich et al.,
2007; Bowling et al., 2015).
The CFR model for partial observation is as follows. Let S
be the state space. Let I be the space of information sets: an
information set I ∈ I is a set of states s ∈ I , where s ∈ S,
such that only the information set I is directly observable,
and the individual states contained in I are hidden. An
information set I is therefore a kind of aggregate state.
In CFR, an extensive-form game is repeatedly played be-
tween N players, indexed by i. We consider an iterative
learning setting, where at the t-th learning iteration, the i-th
player follows a fixed policy piit, choosing actions a ∈ A
conditioned on information sets I ∈ I according to their
policy piit(a|I). Let σt denotes the players’ joint policy
(their strategy profile). For any strategy profile σ, the i-th
player has an expected value for playing the game, J i(σ).
Let σ−it represent the joint policy of all players except the
i-th player; similarly, let the tuple (piit, σ
−i
t ) be the product
of the i-th player’s policy piit and the other players’ joint
policy σ−it .
The i-th player’s overall regret after T learning iterations is
defined:
(RiT )
(overall) = max
pii∗
T∑
t=1
J i(pii∗, σ
−i
t )− J i(piit, σ−it ). (1)
What is the interpretation of the overall regret? It is essen-
tially how much better the i-th player could have done, had
it always followed an optimal policy in hindsight instead of
the actual sequence of policies piit it executed. Intuitively,
the difference J i(pii∗, σ
−i
t )−J i(piit, σt) is the suboptimality
of piit compared to pi
i
∗, and the sum of the suboptimalities
over learning iterations yields the area inside the learning
curve. In other words, a smaller overall regret implies better
sample efficiency.
Let Qiσt(I, a) be the counterfactual value of the i-th player,
where the i-th player is assumed to reach I and always
chooses the action a in the aggregate state I , and otherwise
follows the policy piit, while all other players follow the strat-
egy profile σ−it . Similarly, let the expected counterfactual
value be calculated as V iσt(I) =
∑
a∈A pi
i
t(a|I)Qiσt(I, a).
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Let (RiT )
(CF)(I, a) be the counterfactual regret of the i-th
player, which is the sum of the advantage-like quantities
Qiσt(I, a)− V iσt(I) after T learning iterations:
(RiT )
(CF)(I, a) =
T∑
t=1
Qiσt(I, a)− V iσt(I). (2)
Similarly, the immediate counterfactual regret can be ob-
tained from the counterfactual regret by maximization over
the player’s action space:
(RiT )
(immCF)(I) = max
a∈A
T∑
t=1
Qiσt(I, a)− V iσt(I). (3)
The immediate counterfactual regret (Equation (3)) pos-
sesses a similar interpretation to the overall regret (Equation
(1)), except that the immediate counterfactual regret and its
constituent terms are additionally functions of the aggregate
state I .
Suppose that one were to briefly consider each aggregate
state I as a separate, independent subproblem. By naively
treating the counterfactual regret (RiT )
(CF)(I, a) for each I
as analogous to regret in an online learning setting, then at
each learning iteration one may simply plug the counter-
factual regret into a regret matching policy update (Hart &
Mas-Colell, 2000):
(piit+1)
RM(a|I) = max(0, (R
i
t)
(CF)(I, a))∑
a′∈Amax(0, (R
i
t)
(CF)(I, a′))
. (4)
In the online learning setting, the regret matching policy
achieves regret that increases with rate O(
√
T ) in the num-
ber of iterations T (Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi, 2003; Gordon,
2007); we can then say that the regret matching policy is
regret minimizing.
It turns out that updating players’ policies in the exten-
sive game setting by iteratively minimizing the immediate
counterfactual regrets according to Equation (4) will also
minimize the overall regret (RiT )
(overall) with upper bound
O(|I|√|A|T ). The overall regret’s O(√T ) dependence
on the number of iterations T is not impacted by the struc-
ture of the information set space I, which is why CFR can
be said to be robust to a certain kind of partial observabil-
ity. This result forms the basis of the counterfactual regret
minimization algorithm and was proved by Zinkevich et al.
(2007).
Since we are interested in the application of CFR to re-
inforcement learning, we can write down “1-player” ver-
sions of the components above: the counterfactual value,
reinterpreted as a stationary state-action value function
Qpi|I 7→a(I, a), where the action a is always chosen in the
aggregate state I , and the policy pi is otherwise followed
(Bellemare et al., 2016); the counterfactual regret, including
its recursive definition:
R(CF)T (I, a) =
T∑
t=1
Qpit|I 7→a(I, a)− Vpit|I(I) (5)
= R(CF)T−1(I, a) +QpiT |I 7→a(I, a)− VpiT |I(I)
(6)
where Vpit|I(I) =
∑
a∈A pit(a|I)Qpit|I 7→a(I, a); and the
regret matching policy update:
piRMt+1(a|I) =
max(0, R(CF)t (I, a))∑
a′∈Amax(0, R
(CF)
t (I, a
′))
. (7)
3.2. CFR+
CFR+ (Tammelin, 2014) consists of a modification to CFR,
in which instead of calculating the full counterfactual re-
gret as in Equation (6), instead the counterfactual regret is
recursively positively clipped:
R(CF+)T (I, a) (8)
= [R(CF+)T−1 (I, a)]+ +QpiT |I 7→a(I, a)− VpiT |I(I)
where [x]+ = max(0, x) is the positive clipping operator.
Comparing Equation (6) with Equation (8), the only dif-
ference in CFR+ is that the previous iteration’s quantity
is positively clipped in the recursion. This simple change
turns out to yield a large practical improvement in the perfor-
mance of the algorithm (Bowling et al., 2015). One intuition
for why the positive clipping of CFR+ can improve upon
CFR is that because [R(CF+)T−1 ]+ is nonnegative, it provides
a kind of “optimism under uncertainty,” adding a bonus to
some transitions while ignoring others. The CFR+ update
has also been shown to do better than CFR when the best ac-
tion in hindsight changes frequently (Tammelin et al., 2015).
In the rest of this work we will solely build upon the CFR+
update.
3.3. From CFR and CFR+ to ARM
Recall that CFR and CFR+ model partial observation in
extensive games with a space I of information sets or aggre-
gate states. Because we are interested in general observation
spaces O in partially observed Markov decision processes
(MDPs), we naively map CFR and CFR+ onto MDPs and
replace I with O. It is known that Markov or stochastic
games can be converted to extensive form (Littman, 1994;
Sandholm & Singh, 2012; Kroer & Sandholm, 2014), and
an MDP is a 1-player Markov game. Because we are also
interested in high dimensional observations such as images,
we estimate a counterfactual regret function approximation
(Waugh et al., 2015) parameterized as a neural network.
The exact form of the counterfactual regret (either Equation
(6) or Equation (8)), after translating aggregate states I to
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observations o, utilizes a stationary action-value function
Qpi|o 7→a(o, a). It is unclear how to learn a truly stationary
action-value function, although Bellemare et al. (2016) pro-
pose a family of consistent Bellman operators for learning
locally stationary action-value functions. We posit that the
approximation Qpi|o7→a(o, a) ≈ Qpi(o, a), where Qpi(o, a)
is the usual action-value function, is acceptable when obser-
vations are rarely seen more than once in a typical trajectory.
The above series of approximations finally yields a learnable
function using deep reinforcement learning; this function is
a “clipped cumulative advantage function”:
A+T (o, a) = max(0, A
+
T−1(o, a)) +ApiT (o, a) (9)
where Api(o, a) is the usual advantage function. Advantage-
based regret minimization (ARM) is then the resulting batch-
mode deep RL algorithm that updates the policy to the regret
matching distribution on the cumulative clipped advantage
function:
pit+1(a|o) = max(0, A
+
t (o, a))∑
a′∈Amax(0, A
+
t (o, a
′))
. (10)
At the t-th batch iteration of ARM, a batch of data is col-
lected by sampling trajectories using the current policy pit,
followed by two processing steps: (a) fit A+t using Equa-
tion (9), then (b) set the next iteration’s policy pit+1 using
Equation (10).
Below, we will use the subscript k to refer to a timestep
within a trajectory, while the subscript t refers to the batch
iteration. To implement Equation (9) with deep function ap-
proximation, we define two value function approximations,
Vpit(ok; θt) and Q
+
t (ok, ak;ωt), as well as a target value
function V ′(ok;ϕ), where θt, ωt, and ϕ are the learnable
parameters. The cumulative clipped advantage function is
represented as A+t (ok, ak) = Q
+
t (ok, ak;ωt)−Vpit(ok; θt).
Within each sampling iteration, the value functions are fitted
using stochastic gradient descent by sampling minibatches
and performing gradient steps. In practice, we use Adam to
perform the optimization (Kingma & Ba, 2015). The state-
value function Vpit(ok; θt) is fit using n-step returns with a
moving target value function V ′(ok+n;ϕ), essentially us-
ing the estimator of the deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) (Lillicrap et al., 2016). In the same minibatch,
Q+t (ok, ak; θt) is fit to a similar loss, but with an additional
target reward bonus that incorporates the previous iteration’s
cumulative clipped advantage, max(0, A+t−1(ok, ak)). The
regression targets vk and q+k are defined in terms of the
n-step returns gnk =
∑k+n−1
k′=k γ
k′−krk′ + γnV ′(ok+n;ϕ):
vk , gnk (11)
qk , rk + γgn−1k+1 (12)
φk , Q+t−1(ok, ak;ωt−1)− Vpit−1(ok; θt−1) (13)
q+k , max(0, φk) + qk. (14)
Altogether, each minibatch step of the optimization subprob-
lem consists of the following three parameter updates:
θ
(`+1)
t ← θ(`)t −
α
2
∇
θ
(`)
t
(Vpit(ok; θ
(`)
t )− vk)2 (15)
ω
(`+1)
t ← ω(`)t −
α
2
∇
ω
(`)
t
(Q+t (ok, ak;ω
(`)
t )− q+k )2 (16)
ϕ(`+1) ← ϕ(`) + τ(θ(`+1)t − ϕ(`)). (17)
The advantage-based regret minimization algorithm is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.
We note again that we use a biased value function estimator,
whereas only the full returns are guaranteed to be unbiased
in non-Markovian settings. In the high-dimensional do-
mains we evaluated on, the most practical choice of deep ad-
vantage or value function approximation is based on biased
but lower variance estimation, such as the n-step returns we
use in practice (Schulman et al., 2016; Gu et al., 2017). We
also note that ARM is essentially CFR with different design
choices to facilitate function approximation. CFR is proven
to converge in domains with non-Markovian information set
spaces when using tabular representations, suggesting that
our use of biased advantage estimation does not fundamen-
tally preclude the applicability or effectiveness of ARM on
non-Markovian domains.
Algorithm 1 Advantage-based regret minimization (ARM).
initialize pi1 ← uniform, θ0, ω0 ← arbitrary
for t in 1, . . . do
collect batch of trajectory data Dt ∼ pit
initialize θt ← θt−1, ωt ← ωt−1, ϕ← θt−1
for ` in 0, . . . do
sample transitions:
(ok, ak, rk, ok+1) ∼ Dt
δk ← 1− I[ok is terminal]
calculate n-step returns:
gnk ←
∑k+n−1
k′=k γ
k′−krk′ + γnδk+nV ′(ok+n;ϕ)
calculate target values:
if t = 1 then
φk ← 0
else
φk ← Q+t−1(ok, ak;ωt−1)− Vpit−1(ok; θt−1)
end if
v(ok)← gnk
q+(ok, ak)← max(0, φk) + rk + γgn−1k+1
update θt (Equation (15))
update ωt (Equation (16))
update ϕ (Equation (17))
end for
set pit+1(a|o) ∝ max(0, Q+t (o, a;ωt)− Vpit(o; θt))
end for
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3.4. ARM vs. Existing Policy Gradient Methods
We note that the fundamental operation in CFR-like algo-
rithms, including ARM, is exemplified by the counterfactual
regret update in Equation (6) which superficially looks quite
similar to a policy gradient-style update: the update is in
the direction of a Q-value minus a baseline. However, we
can take the analogy between ARM and policy gradient
methods further and show that ARM represents an inher-
ently different update compared to existing policy gradient
methods.
Recent work has shown that policy gradient methods and Q-
learning methods are connected via maximum entropy RL
(O’Donoghue et al., 2017; Haarnoja et al., 2017; Nachum
et al., 2017; Schulman et al., 2017). One such perspective
is from the soft policy iteration framework for batch-mode
reinforcement learning (Haarnoja et al., 2018), where at
the t-th batch iteration the updated policy is obtained by
minimizing the average KL-divergence between the para-
metric policy class Π and a target policy ft. Below is the
soft policy iteration update, where the subscript t refers to
the batch iteration:
pit+1 = arg min
pi∈Π
Eo∼ρt [DKL(pi(·|o)‖ft(·|o))]
= arg min
pi∈Π
Eo∼ρt,a∼pi(·|o)[log(pi(a|o))− log(ft(a|o))].
(18)
Using the connection between policy gradient methods and
Q-learning, we define the policy gradient target policy as a
Boltzmann or softmax distribution on the entropy regular-
ized advantage function Aβ-soft:
fPGt (a|o) ,
exp(βAβ-softt (o, a))∑
a′∈A exp(βA
β-soft
t (o, a
′))
. (19)
Now, parameterizing the policy pi in terms of an explicit
parameter θ, we obtain the expression for the existing policy
gradient update, where b(o) is a baseline function:
∆θPG ∝ Eo∼ρt,a∼pi(·|o;θ)
[
∇θ log(pi(o|a; θ))· (20)(− (1/β) log(pi(o|a; θ))
+Aβ-softt (o, a)− b(o)
)]
.
The non-entropy-regularized policy gradient arises in the
limit β →∞, at which point (1/β) vanishes.
Note that an alternative choice of target policy ft will lead to
a different kind of policy gradient update. A policy gradient
algorithm based on ARM instead proposes a target policy
based on the regret matching distribution:
fARMt (a|o) ,
max(0, A+t (o, a))∑
a′∈Amax(0, A
+
t (o, a
′))
. (21)
Similarly, we can express the ARM-like policy gradient
update, where again b(o) is a baseline:
∆θARM = Eo∼ρt,a∼pi(·|o;θ)
[
∇θ log(pi(o|a; θ))· (22)(− log(pi(o|a; θ))
+ log(max(0, A+t (o, a)))− b(o)
)]
.
Comparing Equations (20) and (22), we see that the ARM-
like policy gradient (Equation (22)) has a logarithmic depen-
dence on the clipped advantage-like function max(0, A+),
whereas the existing policy gradient (Equation (20)) is only
linearly dependent on the advantage function Aβ-soft. This
difference in logarithmic vs. linear dependence is respon-
sible for a large part of the inherent distinction of ARM
from existing policy gradient methods. In particular, the
logarithmic dependence in an ARM-like update may be less
sensitive to advantage overestimation compared to existing
policy gradient methods, perhaps serving a similar purpose
to the double Q-learning estimator (van Hasselt et al., 2016)
or consistent Bellman operators (Bellemare et al., 2016).
We also see that for the existing policy gradient (Equation
(20)), the −(1/β) log(pi(a|o; θ)) term, which arises from
the policy entropy, is vanishing for large β. On the other
hand, for the ARM-like policy gradient (Equation (22)),
there is no similar vanishing effect on the equivalent policy
entropy term, suggesting that ARM may perform a kind of
entropy regularization by default.
In practice we cannot implement an ARM-like policy gradi-
ent exactly as in Equation (22), because the positive clipping
max(0, A+) can yield log(0). However we believe this is
not an intrinsic obstacle and leave the question of how to
implement an ARM-like policy gradient to future work.
3.5. Comparing ARM with Other Methods in Partially
Observable Domains
The regret matching policy which is fundamental to ARM
can be interpreted as a more nuanced form of exploration
compared to the epsilon-greedy policy used with Q-learning.
In partially observable domains, the optimal policy may
generally be stochastic (Jaakkola et al., 1994). So -
greedy policies which put a substantial probability mass on
arg maxaQ(o, a), e.g. by setting  = 0.01, can be subopti-
mal, especially compared to more general distributions on
discrete actions, such as ARM’s regret matching policy. The
softmax policy typically learned by policy gradient methods
is also quite general, but can still put too much probability
mass on one action without compensation by an explicit
entropy bonus as done in maximum entropy reinforcement
learning.
Policy gradient methods have an overall regret bound of
RT ≤ B2/η + ηG2T derived from stochastic gradient de-
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scent, where B is an upper bound on the policy parameter
`2-norm, G2 is an upper bound on the second moments of
the stochastic gradients, and η is the learning rate (Dick,
2015), Assuming an optimal learning rate η = B/(G
√
T ),
the policy gradient regret bound becomes RT ≤ 2BG
√
T .
CFR has an overall regret bound of RT ≤ ∆|I|
√|A|T ,
where ∆ is the positive range of returns, and |I| and |A|
are cardinalities of the information set space and action
space, respectively (Zinkevich et al., 2007). Both regret
bounds have O(
√
T ) dependence on T . As mentioned ear-
lier, policy gradient methods can also be robust to partial
observation, but unlike in the case of CFR, the dependence
of the policy gradient regret bound on an optimal learning
rate and on gradient variance may affect policy gradient con-
vergence in the presence of estimation error. On the other
hand, the constants in the CFR regret bound are constant
properties of the environment.
For Q-learning per se, we are not aware of any known regret
bound. Szepesva´ri proved that an upper bound on the conver-
gence rate of Q-learning (specifically, the convergence rate
of ‖QT (s, a)−Q∗(s, a)‖∞), assuming a fixed exploration
strategy, depends on an exploration condition number, which
is the ratio of minimum to maximum state-action occupa-
tion frequencies (Szepesva´ri, 1998), and which describes
how “balanced” the exploration strategy is. If partial observ-
ability leads to imbalanced exploration due to confounding
of states from perceptual aliasing (McCallum, 1997), then
Q-learning should be negatively affected in convergence and
possibly in absolute performance.
4. Experiments
Because we hypothesize that ARM should perform well in
partially observable domains, we conduct our experiments
on visual tasks that naturally provide partial observations of
state. Our evaluations use feedforward convnets with frame
history inputs; our hyperparameters are listed in Section
A1 of the Supplementary Material. We are interested in
comparing ARM with other advantage-structured methods,
primarily: (a) double deep Q-learning with dueling net-
work streams (van Hasselt et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016),
which possesses an advantage-like parameterization of its
Q-function and assumes Markovian observations; and (b)
TRPO (Schulman et al., 2015; 2016), which estimates an
empirical advantage using a baseline state-value function
and can handle non-Markovian observations.
4.1. Learning First-person 3D Navigation
We first evaluate ARM on the task of learning first-person
navigation in 3D maze-like tasks from two domains: ViZ-
Doom (Kempka et al., 2016) based on the game Doom, and
Malmo¨ (Johnson et al., 2016) based on the game Minecraft.
Doom and Minecraft both feature an egocentric viewpoint,
3D perspective, and rich visual textures. We expect that both
domains exhibit a substantial degree of partial observability
since only the immediate field-of-view of the environment
is observable by the agent due to first-person perspective.
In Doom MyWayHome, the agent is randomly placed in
one of several rooms connected in a maze-like arrangement,
and the agent must reach an item that has a fixed visual ap-
pearance and is in a fixed location before time runs out. For
Minecraft, we adopt the teacher-student curriculum learning
task of Matiisen et al. (2017), consisting of 5 consecutive
“levels” that successively increase the difficulty of complet-
ing the simple task of reaching a gold block: the first level
(“L1”) consists of a single room; the intermediate levels
(“L2”–“L4”) consist of a corridor with lava-bridge and wall-
gap obstacles; and the final level (“L5”) consists of a 2× 2
arrangement of rooms randomly separated by lava-bridge
or wall-gap obstacles. Examples of the MyWayHome and
the Minecraft levels are shown in Figure 1.
Our results on Doom and Minecraft are in Figures 2 and
3. Unlike previous evaluations which augmented raw pixel
observations with extra information about the game state,
e.g. elapsed time ticks or remaining health (Kempka et al.,
2016; Dosovitskiy & Koltun, 2017), in our evaluation we
forced all networks to learn using only visual input. Despite
this restriction, ARM is still able to quickly learn policies
with minimal tuning of hyperparameters and to reach close
to the maximum achievable score in under 1 million simula-
tor steps, which is quite sample efficient. On MyWayHome,
we observed that ARM generally learned a well-performing
policy more quickly than other methods. Additionally, we
found that ARM is able to take advantage of an off-policy
replay memory when learning on MyWayHome by storing
the trajectories of previous sampling batches and applying
an importance sampling correction to the n-step return esti-
mator; please see Section A2 in the Supplementary Material.
We performed our Minecraft experiments using fixed cur-
riculum learning schedules to evaluate the sample efficiency
of different algorithms: the agent is initially placed in the
first level (“L1”), and the agent is advanced to the next
level whenever a preselected number of simulator steps
have elapsed, until the agent reaches the last level (“L5”).
We found that ARM and dueling double DQN both were
able to learn on an aggressive “fast” schedule of only 62500
simulator steps between levels. TRPO required a “slow”
schedule of 93750 simulator steps between levels to reliably
learn. ARM was able to consistently learn a well performing
policy on all of the levels, whereas double DQN learned
more slowly on some of the intermediate levels. ARM also
more consistently reached a high score on the final, most
difficult level (“L5”).
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Figure 1. Screenshots from (left) Doom MyWayHome, (middle)
Minecraft level 1, and (right) Minecraft level 4.
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Figure 2. Evaluation on the Doom MyWayHome task.
4.2. Learning with Partially Observed Objects
Previously in Section 3.5, we argued that the convergence
results for CFR suggest that reducing the size of the observa-
tion space could improve the convergence of CFR compared
to methods based on policy gradients or Q-learning. We
would expect that by controlling the degree of partial observ-
ability in a fixed task, one could expect the relative sample
efficiency or performance of ARM to improve compared to
other methods.
Whereas the navigation tasks in Section 4.1 only dealt with
first-person motion in static 3D environments, tasks that add
other objects which may move and are not always visible
to the agent intuitively ought to be less observable. To test
the effect of the degree of partial observability on fixed
tasks with objects, we conduct experiments with at least
two variants of each task: one experiment is based on the
unmodified task, but the other experiments occlude or mask
essential pixels in observed frames to raise the difficulty of
identifying relevant objects.
We evaluate ARM and other methods on two tasks with
objects: Doom Corridor via ViZDoom, and Atari Pong via
the Arcade Learning Environment (Bellemare et al., 2013).
In Corridor, the agent is placed in a narrow 3D hallway
and must avoid getting killed by any of several shooting
monsters scattered along the route while trying to reach the
end of the hallway. In Pong, the agent controls a paddle and
must hit a moving ball past the computer opponent’s paddle
on the other side of the screen.
In our implementation of Corridor, which we call “Corri-
dor+,” we restrict the action space of the agent to only be
able to turn left or right and to move to one side. Because
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Figure 3. Evaluation on a Minecraft curriculum learning task. The
simulator step counts at which each level begins are labeled and
demarcated with dashed vertical lines.
the agent spawns facing the end of the hallway, the agent
has to learn to first turn to its side to orient itself sideways
before moving, while also trying to avoid getting hit from
behind by monsters in close proximity. To induce partial
observability in Corridor, we mask out a large square re-
gion in the center of the frame buffer. An example of this
occlusion is shown in Figure 4. Because the only way for
the agent to progress toward the end of the hallway is by
moving sideways, the monsters that are closest to the agent,
and hence the most dangerous, will appear near the center of
the agent’s field-of-view. So the center pixels are the most
natural ones to occlude in Corridor+.
For Pong, we choose a rectangular area in the middle of
the frame between the two players’ paddles, then we set all
pixels in the rectangular area to the background color. An
illustration of the occlusion is shown in Figure 4. When
the ball enters the occluded region, it completely disappears
from view so its state cannot be reconstructed using a lim-
ited frame history. Intuitively, the agent needs to learn to
anticipate the trajectory of the ball in the absence of visual
cues of the ball’s position and velocity.
It is also known that for Atari games in general, with only 4
observed frames as input, it is possible to predict hundreds
of frames into the future on some games using only a feed-
forward dynamics model (Oh et al., 2015). By default, all
of our networks receive as input a frame history of length 4.
This suggests that limiting the frame history length in Pong
is another effective perturbation for reducing observability.
When the frame history length is limited to one, then recon-
structing the velocity of moving objects in Pong becomes
more difficult (Hausknecht & Stone, 2017).
Our results on Corridor+ are shown in Figure 5. Among
all our experiments, it is on Corridor+ that TRPO performs
the best compared to all other methods. One distinguishing
feature of TRPO is its empirical full return estimator, which
is unbiased on non-Markovian observations, but which can
have greater variance than the n-step return estimator used
in deep Q-learning and ARM. On Corridor+, there appears
to be a benefit to using the unbiased full returns over the
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biased n-step returns, which speaks to the non-Markovian
character of the Corridor+ task. It is also evident on Corri-
dor+ that the performance of deep Q-learning suffers when
the observability is reduced by occlusion, and that by com-
parison ARM is relatively unaffected, despite both methods
using biased n-step returns with the same value of n (n = 5).
This suggests that even when ARM is handicapped by the
bias of its return estimator, ARM is intrinsically more robust
to the non-Markovian observations that arise from partial
observability. One possible direction to improve ARM is
through alternative return estimators (Schulman et al., 2016;
Wang et al., 2017).
Our results on Pong are shown in Figure 6. The conver-
gence of ARM on all three variants of Pong suggests that
ARM is not affected much by partial observation in this
domain. As expected, when observability is reduced in the
limited frame history and occlusion experiments, deep Q-
learning performs worse and converges more slowly than
ARM. TRPO is generally less sample efficient than either
ARM or DQN, although like ARM it seems to be resilient
to the partial observation perturbations.
Figure 4. Screenshots from Atari Pong (left two) and Doom Corri-
dor+ (right two), unmodified and with occlusion.
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Figure 5. Results on Doom Corridor+: (left) unmodified, (right)
with occlusion.
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Figure 6. Results on Atari Pong: (left) unmodified, (middle) with
limited frame history, (right) with occlusion.
5. Discussion
In this paper, we presented a novel deep reinforcement learn-
ing algorithm based on counterfactual regret minimization
(CFR). We call our method advantage-based regret mini-
mization (ARM). Similarly to prior methods that learn state
or state-action value functions, our method learns a cumula-
tive clipped advantage function of observation and action.
However, in contrast to these prior methods, ARM is well
suited to partially observed or non-Markovian environments,
making it an appealing choice in a number of difficult do-
mains. When compared to baseline methods, including deep
Q-learning and TRPO, on partially observable tasks such
as first-person navigation in Doom and Minecraft and inter-
acting with partially observed objects in Doom and Pong,
ARM is robust to the degree of partial observability and
can achieve substantially better sample efficiency and per-
formance. This illustrates the value of ARM for partially
observable problems. In future work, we plan to further ex-
plore applications of ARM to more complex tasks, including
continuous action spaces.
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A1. Experimental Details
For each experiment, we performed 5 trials for each method
(some TRPO experiments on Pong are for 3 trials).
A1.1. Hyperparameters
Our hyperparameter choices for each method are listed be-
low. For all methods using Adam, we roughly tuned the
learning rate to find the largest that consistently converged
in unmodified variants of tasks.
A1.1.1. ARM
Please see Tables 1 and 2 for hyperparameters used with
ARM. Note that our choice of ARM hyperparameters yields
an equivalent number of minibatch gradient steps per sample
as used by deep Q-learning, i.e. 1 Adam minibatch gradi-
ent step per 4 simulator steps; c.f. Table 4 for the deep Q-
learning hyperparameters. We kept hyperparameters (other
than the learning rate and the number of steps n) constant
across tasks.
Table 1. Hyperparameters for ARM.
HYPERPARAMETER ATARI DOOM MINECRAFT
ADAM LEARNING RATE 1e−4 1e−5 1e−5
ADAM MINIBATCH SIZE 32 32 32
BATCH SIZE 12500 12500 12500
GRADIENT STEPS 3000 3000 3000
MOVING AVERAGE (τ ) 0.01 0.01 0.01
n-STEPS 1 5 5
Table 2. Hyperparameters for off-policy ARM.
HYPERPARAMETER DOOM
ADAM LEARNING RATE 1e−5
ADAM MINIBATCH SIZE 32
BATCH SIZE 1563
GRADIENT STEPS 400
IMPORTANCE WEIGHT CLIP 1
MOVING AVERAGE (τ ) 0.01
n-STEPS 5
REPLAY MEMORY MAX 25000
A1.1.2. A2C
Please see Table 3 for hyperparameters used with A2C. We
found that increasing the number of steps n used to calculate
the n-step returns was most important for getting A2C/A3C
to converge on Doom MyWayHome.
A1.1.3. DQN
Please see Table 4 for hyperparameters used with deep Q-
learning. Dueling double DQN uses the tuned hyperpa-
Table 3. Hyperparameters for A2C.
HYPERPARAMETER DOOM
ADAM LEARNING RATE 1e−4
ADAM MINIBATCH SIZE 640
ENTROPY BONUS (β) 0.01
GRADIENT CLIP 0.5
n-STEPS 40
NUM. WORKERS 16
rameters (van Hasselt et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016). In
particular, we found that dueling double DQN generally per-
formed better and was more stable when learning on Atari
with the tuned learning rate 6.25× 10−5 ≈ 6× 10−5 from
Wang et al. (2016), compared to the slightly larger learning
rate of 1× 10−4 used by ARM.
Table 4. Hyperparameters for dueling + double deep Q-learning.
HYPERPARAMETER ATARI DOOM MINECRAFT
ADAM LEARNING RATE 6e−5 1e−5 1e−5
ADAM MINIBATCH SIZE 32 32 32
FINAL EXPLORATION 0.01 0.01 0.01
GRADIENT CLIP 10 — —
n-STEPS 1 5 5
REPLAY MEMORY INIT 50000 50000 12500
REPLAY MEMORY MAX 106 240000 62500
SIM STEPS/GRAD STEP 4 4 4
TARGET UPDATE STEPS 30000 30000 12500
A1.1.4. TRPO
Please see Table 5 for hyperparameters used with TRPO.
We generally used the defaults, such as the KL step size
of 0.01 which we found to be a good default. Decreasing
the batch size improved sample efficiency on Doom and
Minecraft without adversely affecting the performance of
the learned policies.
Table 5. Hyperparameters for TRPO.
HYPERPARAMETER ATARI DOOM MINECRAFT
BATCH SIZE 100000 12500 6250
CG DAMPENING 0.1 0.1 0.1
CG ITERATIONS 10 10 10
KL STEP SIZE 0.01 0.01 0.01
A1.2. Environment and Task Details
Our task-specific implementation details are described be-
low.
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A1.2.1. ATARI
For the occluded variant of Pong, we set the middle re-
gion of the 160 × 210 screen with x, y pixel coordinates
[55 . . . 105), [34 . . . 194) to the RGB color (144, 72, 17).
The image of occluded Pong in Figure 4 from the main
text has a slightly darker occluded region for emphasis.
We use the preprocessing and convolutional network model
of Mnih et al. (2013). Specifically, we view every 4th emula-
tor frame, convert the raw frames to grayscale, and perform
downsampling to generate a single observed frame. The
input observation of the convnet is a concatenation of the
most recent frames (either 4 frames or 1 frame). The con-
vnet consists of an 8× 8 convolution with stride 4 and 16
filters followed by ReLU, a 4 × 4 convolution with stride
2 and 32 filters followed by ReLU, a linear map with 256
units followed by ReLU, and a linear map with |A| units
where |A| is the action space cardinality (|A| = 6 for Pong).
A1.2.2. DOOM
Our modified environment “Doom Corridor+” is very
closely derived from the default “Doom Corridor” envi-
ronment in ViZDoom. We primarily make two modifica-
tions: (a) first, we restrict the action space to the three
keys {MoveRight, TurnLeft, TurnRight}, for a total
of 23 = 8 discrete actions; (b) second, we set the difficulty
(“Doom skill”) to the maximum of 5.
For the occluded variant of Corridor+, we set the middle
region of the 160× 120 screen with x, y pixel coordinates
[30 . . . 130), [10 . . . 110) to black, i.e. (0, 0, 0).
For Corridor+, we scaled rewards by a factor of 0.01. We
did not scale rewards for MyWayHome.
The Doom screen was rendered at a resolution of 160× 120
and downsized to 84× 84. Only every 4th frame was ren-
dered, and the input observation to the convnet is a con-
catenation of the last 4 rendered RGB frames for a total
of 12 input channels. The convnet contains 3 convolutions
with 32 filters each: the first is size 8× 8 with stride 4, the
second is size 4× 4 with stride 2, and the third is size 3× 3
with stride 1. The final convolution is followed by a linear
map with 1024 units. A second linear map yields the output.
Hidden activations are gated by ReLUs.
A1.2.3. MINECRAFT
Our Minecraft tasks are based on the tasks introduced by
Matiisen et al. (2017), with a few differences. Instead of
using a continuous action space, we used a discrete action
space with 4 move and turn actions. To aid learning on
the last level (“L5”), we removed the reward penalty upon
episode timeout and we increased the timeout on “L5” from
45 seconds to 75 seconds due to the larger size of the envi-
ronment. We scaled rewards for all levels by 0.001.
We use the same convolutional network architecture for
Minecraft as we use for ViZDoom. The Minecraft screen
was rendered at a resolution of 320× 240 and downsized to
84× 84. Only every 5th frame was rendered, and the input
observation of the convnet is a concatenation of the last 4
rendered RGB frames for a total of 12 input channels.
A2. Off-policy ARM via Importance
Sampling
Our current approach to running ARM with off-policy data
consists of applying an importance sampling correction di-
rectly to the n-step returns. Given the behavior policy µ
under which the data was sampled, the current policy pit
under which we want to perform estimation, and an im-
portance sampling weight clip c for variance reduction, the
corrected n-step return we use is:
gnk (µ‖pit) =
k+n−1∑
k′=k
γk
′−k
 k′∏
`=k
wµ‖pit(a`|o`)
 rk′ (23)
+ γnV ′(ok+n;ϕ)
where the truncated importance weight wµ‖pit(a|o) is de-
fined:
wµ‖pit(a|o) = min
(
c,
pit(a|o)
µ(a|o)
)
. (24)
Note that the target value function V ′(ok+n;ϕ) does not re-
quire an importance sampling correction because V ′ already
approximates the on-policy value function Vpit(ok+n; θt).
Our choice of c = 1 in our experiments was inspired by
Wang et al., (2017). We found that c = 1 worked well but
note other choices for c may also be reasonable.
When applying our importance sampling correction, we
preserve all details of the ARM algorithm except for two
aspects: the transition sampling strategy (a finite memory
of previous batches are cached and uniformly sampled)
and the regression targets for learning the value functions.
Specifically, the regression targets vk and q+k (Equations
(11)–(14) in the main text) are modified to the following:
vk = g
n
k (µ‖pit) (25)
qk = (1− wµ‖pit(ak|ok))rk + gnk (µ‖pit) (26)
φk = Q
+
t−1(ok, ak;ωt−1)− Vpit−1(ok; θt−1) (27)
q+k = max(0, φk) + qk. (28)
A3. Additional Experiments
A3.1. Recurrence in Doom MyWayHome
We evaluated the effect of recurrent policy and value func-
tion estimation in the maze-like MyWayHome scenario of
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ViZDoom. For the recurrent policy and value function, we
replaced the first fully connected operation with an LSTM
featuring an equivalent number of hidden units (1024). We
found that recurrence has a small positive effect on the con-
vergence of A2C, but was much less significant than the
choice of algorithm; compare Figure 2 in the main text with
Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7. Comparing A2C with a feedforward convolutional net-
work (blue) and a recurrent convolutional-LSTM network (orange)
on the ViZDoom scenario MyWayHome.
A3.2. Atari 2600 games
Although our primary interest is in partially observable re-
inforcement learning domains, we also want to check that
ARM works in nearly fully observable and Markovian en-
vironments, such as Atari 2600 games. We consider two
baselines: double deep Q-learning, and double deep fitted
Q-iteration which is a batch counterpart to double DQN.
We find that double deep Q-learning is a strong baseline
for learning to play Atari games, although ARM still suc-
cessfully learns interesting policies. One major benefit of
Q-learning-based methods is the ability to utilize a large
off-policy replay memory. Our results on a suite of Atari
games are in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Comparing double deep Q-learning (orange), double deep fitted Q-iteration (red), and ARM (blue) on a suite of seven Atari
games from the Arcade Learning Environment.
